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Using The Slide Rule For
Radio Calculations

EXACT -DUPLICATE condensers
REPLACEMENT

By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation
THERE is no doubt that the slide
rule enables one to solve mathematical equations speedily and with

The identification of each scale on the

rule will be by letter, familiar to all
who possess a slide -rule.

sufficient accuracy. Yet it is not being

WHY do you suppose AEROVOX has sought samples of hundreds
Y V of condenser types used in existing sets, obtained their specifications, then reproduced them as exact duplicates? Well, here's why:

* An AEROVOX Exact Duplicate fits right, works right, looks right.
It simply belongs where any other unit wouldn't do.
* A nondescript collection of standard condensers taped together
for the required capacities and voltages looks like a botched -up
job.

* And that collection of standard condensers usually costs more
than the corresponding exact duplicate.

Get Your Copy!
Here's that new
Edition Catalog.

line
More

Second
pages.

More items. More choice. Right
prices.

* Lastly, there's no more good reason for using any old condenser
in a set than there is for putting a Rolls Royce wheel on a Model
T Ford. It simply doesn't go.

used as much as it might be and its
full possibilities are seldom utilized.
This surprising condition is probably
due to a lack of familiarity wth short
is and a lack of practice in using
the rule. Very often the product of
three factors and even more, can be
found by a single setting of the slide
wNile the average man will probably
change settings two or three times.

Ask your jobber fora copy,
write us direct.

or

Hence the AEROVOX Exact -Duplicate Condensers-the most varied
line today, backed by the most comprehensive and extensive listings
and adequate jobbers' stocks to serve the busy service man.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
70 WASHINGTON STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Sales Offices in At Principal Cities

OHM'S LAW
I -= E/R,
R = E/I

If I and R are given, the result can
be obtained in several ways. The first

merely intended 'to show applications
to radio since this field of endeavour
never seems to be covered in instruction books.

r--+1

is c

of folded and inverted

scales and trigonometric scales. How-

ever, in order to be of universal aid,
the following instructions will apply
to the "polyphase -duplex" scale and

special hints will be given for the

benefit of those who have rules with
an inverted scale but without folded
scales. Such a rule is the "polyphase".

Also, in the case of Figure la, when E
falls, beyond the limit of the scale D,
if folded scales are provided it is not
necessary to reset the slide to the -

In all examples of Ohm's law when
is given together with R or I it
will be found most expedient to employ the settings of Figure 1c or Ie.
It should be noted also that in certain
problems, where it is required to find
B

scales.

and the "log -log -duplex". Some work requires log -log

slide

position of Figure lb. Instead, find I
on scale CF and opposite this mark
the answer, E, is found on DF.

logci E,og

considerable time can be saved by the

phase -duplex"

in drawing the

nearly completely out of the stock. It
is in such cases that the folded scales
serve admirably. For the sake of accuracy and speed the slide should always remain at least half -way in the
rule. Whenever the use of scales C or

ing scales CIF and DF, Figure le.

ci I

The question arises: What type of
rule appears the most suitable? The
examples below will illustrate that
Rules having the inverted, folded and
inverted -folded scales are the "poly-

would result

greater movement of the slide, it will
be found that the same problem can
be solved using CF and DF or CIF
and DF without having to move the
slide too far. As an illustration, the
case of Figure Id is shown again us-

a

cal equations emloyed in the radio art.
This is not intended as an elementary

text on the use of the slide rule; it is
assumed that the reader is familiar
with his rule and that he is able to
perform the usual computations. It is

I on scale CI to R on scale D and

read E at either the right or left index
of CI on scale D. In some cases this

D or CI and D would require a

off.-toga

This article aims to show the fastest way of obtaining solutions to typi-

use

Four whole pages of Exact DupliCate Units.

E = IR,

verted scale CI and the D scale. This
is illustrated in Figures lc and Id. Set

-I-ov
tee

FIG. I

one is illustrated in Figure la. This is

ordinary multiplication using the C
and D scales. Figure lb shows the
solution for the case when E would
fall beyond the limits of the D scale.
An alternative way of obtaining the
same result is by means of the in-

the current for several different values
of resistance across the same voltage,

all the an
can be found at a
single setting.swers This would not be true
if the settings of Figures la and lb
were used; this is the advantage of
inverted scales.

TUBE EQUATION
For any vacuum tube, mu, rp and

AEROVOX PRODUCTS ARE BUILT BETTER
Mated is

A.

Cceeteisrlet tsar Or Aerove: Gerpern

a
Gm are related by the following equation

= rp X Gm

This equation is solved in the same
way as Ohm's Law and all the remarks above apply to it. The settings
illustrated in Figure I can be used

mis substituted for E, rp for R and
Gmu- for I.

CONVERTING WAVELENGTH
TO FREQUENCY
Employing the polyphase slide rule,

set the left index of CI to 3 on D.

Then find the wavelength correspond

ing to any frequency on D opposite

the frequency on CI or vice versa.

This one position of the slide is suffi
cient to solve all possible conversions
from frequency to wavelength and
vice versa.
The polyphase -duplex slide rule en -

one to employ a folded scale;
then the slide need not be moved so
far. Set 1 on CIF to 3 on 13, then the
corresponding values of wavelength
and frequency are found Opposite each
other on the CIF and the D scales. It
is also possible to use the CI and DF
scales, setting 3 on CI to 1 on DF.

REACTANCE OF AN
INDUCTANCE

twice the frequency on C. Opposite
C (mfds) on CIF, find X on 13 (see
Figure OW. Example: what is the reactance of a 3 mid. condenser at 120
Set 24 on C to the left index
On the polyphase slide rule, set Eon cycles?
D. Opposite 3 on CIF find 442 on
CI to 6.28 on D. Opposite L on C on
D. The reactance is 442 ohms.
findesu X on 13 (see Figure 3a). If the
it falls off scale, move the indicaIn case the slide would have to be
tor to the left index of the slide, move pulled out too far, set twice the feeright index of slide to indicator and Oneney on CF to 1 on DF. The anfind X on D opposite L on C.
swer Xon is found on D opposite C
(midis)
CIF. If this recoil is found
to be off scale, it can be found on CIF
opposite C (mfds) on D.
In the special case when either f or
21/f7
5 28
C is equal to I, 10, 100, etc., the result
can be found direct with but one setting
for all values of the remaining
log
independent variable. Align the in
dices of scales on slide and stock. Set
the indicator to 2f or 2C on CIF and

X=2 v f L ohms

,

,

POWER DISSIPATION
The power dissipated in a resistor
is given by any one of the following
expressions.

W = EI

W =EI/R

W = PR

The first of the equations is again
a simple for such as Ohm's Law,
for solutions, see above. The second
and third form are similar as far as

the method of slide rule Manipulation
is concerned, therefore we shall discuss only one of them. Figure 2 gins -

find the reactance on D.

17,7

tiles

2tt.

LC PRODUCT FOR ANY
2

FREQUENCY

FIG. 3

On the polyphase -duplex slide rule,
set f on CI to L on D. Opposite 2 on

the product LC alone is required
C find X on DF. If this would re- andIfnot
the individual values of L and
loire pulling out the slide too far, set C, the answer
is very simply obtained.
f on CIF to L on D. Opposite 2 on On the polyphase
slide rule set f on
C find X on D.
C to 159 on D. Opposite the index of
C
read
LC
on
A. Explanation: .159
If X is given and either f or L is

equals 1/2 or as stated before. Dividing

2 on C to X on DF. Opposite f on CI,
find L on D or vice versa.
What is the reactance of a 30 henry
choke at 60 cycles? Set 3 on CI to 6
on D. Opposite 2 on C, find 1132 on
DF. The answer is 11320 ohms.

A choke had a reactance of 5000
ance? This example was chosen to
the
the second method where
the CIF scale must be used. Set 2 on
C to 5 on D. Opposite 9 on CIF find

ohms at 90 cycles, what is the induct-

Yes

a setrey

883 on D. The answer is 8.83 henries.

trates the setong for this case. To
W on scale A set the index of scale B.
most the indicator to R on scale B

and find E at the indicator on scale D.
Here it is necessary to be careful that
W and R are found on the proper half
of the A and B scales. If these quantities have an odd number of digits to
the left of the decimal point, they

most be located on the left half of the

REACTANCE OF A CONDENSER

X =2

C ohms (C in Fa ads)

X = 15(9000 r ohms

(C in Mfd.)

When using a polyphase slide rule,

employ .159 .= 1/2 7r as guage point.
Set f on C to .159 on D. Opposite C on

A or B scale, otherwise they are on

scale CI find X on D. In order to

is found that E will be off scale,

sider that .159 represents 1/2 tr and this
has to be divided by 1, the result again
to be divided by C. The inverted scale

the right half. Failure to observe this
rule will result in incorrect results. If
it

ove the slide to the left, placing the
rimght index opposite W on scale A.
E is then found on D opposite R on
scale B as before. Example: The load
of an amplifier is a 500 ohm resistor:
what voltage should be across this re-

understand this better one may con-

enables us to do it all is one setting.
Figure 4a may make this clear. It can
occur occasionally that the result is
beyond the right irides of scale D. In
that case the divisions have to be done
one
by one.
sistor sa that the power shall be 15
watts? Set the index of scale B to 5
The polyphase -duplex slide rule obscale A. Opposite 15 on scale B viates the necessity of remembering
(right half of B) find 867 on scale D. the number 159 and further simplifies
86.7 volts is the answer.
the operation. Set the index of D to
Page 2

by f in the normal way find 1/2
f
on D while the square of this which
is equal to LC is found on A.
On the polyphase -duplex the answer

can be had at once without even setting the slide. Align indices of slide
and stock. Opposite 2f on CIF find
LC on A. The explanation is a little
more difficult and so another drawing
has been made (Figure 5). It should
be remembered that opposite any
number a on the CIF scale one finds
1/, on the D scale. This will be
clear because the CI scale shows the
reciprocals of all values on the C scale
and the CIF scale has been displaced
with respect to the CI scale by sr in
such a way that any value a on CI is
in line with 00 on CIF.

INDIVIDUAL VALUES OF
L AND C

If it is required to find L and C to
tune to a given frequency, ordinary
division can be performed on the A and
12 scales. Perhaps many would prefer

to employ the scales D and CI which
would

be more accurate and also

would show at one setting all the possible combinations of L and C tuning
to the required frequency. This can
be done by performing the above described operation twice. On the poly Phase slide rule, set f on C.to 253 on

D. Set the indicator to the index of
C. Set f on C to the indicator and
find LC on D opposite the index. Also, opposite L on CI find C (mfds)
on D and vice versa. Example: what
is the required inductance to tune to

fettstel

550 kc with a condenser of 350 trunfd.

OX

AE

ALTERNATING CURRENT

Set 5.5 on C to 253 on D. Set the in-

BRIDGES
dicator to the index of C and again
set 5.5 to the indicator. Opposite 350
The usual equation for a resistance
on CI find 240 on D. The required bridge is of the form;
inductance is 240 microhenries.
Using the polyphase -duplex, align

2f on CIF. Then again set the

index of the slide to the indicator.
Opposite C (mils) on CI find L on
D and vice versa. Or, opposi te C

Ifs

(mfds) on CIF find L on DF and vice
versa. Whenever an index of the slide

/og

gives

us

/LC

which

0g rt--

is

squared by repeating the process.
PLACING THE DECIMAL POINT
Equations involving LC may offer
difficulties in properly placing the
decimal point "by inspection". The
following table shows the magnitude
of LC for different frequencies. LC
when the frequency

in-

and 100 for instance. If,
on the duplex rule the slide had to be
moved to the right, it is the lower of
the two values. If it had to be moved

on C find R and D. If the ratio a/c
is kept constant one setting of the
slide suffices for

to the left

it is the higher one of
the two. There cannot be any doubt
if LC is found on the A scale as in

the first example.

several measr-

ments involving different values of b.
DECIBELS
Problems involving decibels are al-

easily solved on the slide rule.
Practically every rule has an L scale.
Converting any power ratio to decibels is done simply by setting the indicator to the power ratio on D and
so

reading db. on L.

Example: the
power ratio corresponding to 5 is 6.99
LC

f

10, all values found on C are between
10 and 100: if it was less than 10, the
C scale is direct reading.
Finding the db. gain from the volt-

age ratio, set 2 on scale C to 10 on
LL3. Opposite the voltage gain on
LL2 or LL3 find db. gain on C. If
the voltage gain is between 1 and 3.14
the db. gain is between 1 and 10. If
the gain

was higher multiply all
values on C by 10.
It may be interesting to know that
the gain in "nepers" is found by
aligning the indices. Opposite the
'

= 8,681 db., one db. = 0.115 neper.
Converting power ratios less than
I to db., employing the log -log scales,
FIG. M

creases. The table still leaves doubt
whether LC is between 1 and 10 or
between

LL2 and LL3 End the gain in db. on
If the power ratio was more than

voltage ratio on LL2 and LL3, find
the gain in nepers on C. One per

TL-log

Thereafter one uses division by means
of the inverted scale.

decreases

j

-log X--

has to be set to the indicator choose
the index which will leave the greater
art of the slide in the rule. Explanation: the first setting of the indicator
simply

Set the index of the slide to 10 on
Opposite the power ratio on
LL3.
C.

R

the Mdkes, set the indicator to 2f on This equation is easily solved bY any
CIF. Set the index of the slide to the rule. Set a on C to c on D. Opposite
indicator and set the indicator again
to

Readers who have a "log -log" rule
have an alternate way of finding db.

henries & mfds rnillihenries & mists rmcrohenries & minfd

set

1

(middle of B scale) to .10 on

the LLO scale. The db. loss is found
on B opposite thera power ratio on
LLO. For voltage tios set 2 on the
B scale to .10 on the LLO scale and
Proceed as before.
-lay

FIG. s
To find the gain in db. directly from
two values of voltages or powers, set

P2 (the larger of the two) on D to
PI on C. Opposite the index the index of C find db. on L.

CHARGE AND DISCHARGE
OF CONDENSER
A condenser of C microfarads discharges through a resistor of R rneg1,000,000-10,000
ohms. The time constant is RC sec10,000-100
onds. The condenser will discharge
100-1
to .368 of its original voltage in RC
seconds but how far is it discharged
before
and after this instant? The
Example: In the above example, 550 db. When the power ratio is higher
kc. was used and the LC product was than 10, divide by 10, 100 etc. until log -log scales show the answer at
found to be 836. The slide had to be the quotient is less than 10. Find the once. Opposite 1 on A set RC on B.
Opposite
t (time in seconds) on B
moved to the right so it is the lower corresponding gain in db. and add 10
one of the two values, LC being be- db. for every piace the decimal point find the voltage across the condenser
tween 10,000 and 100,000. Therefore, had to be moved to bring the power on LLO. For instance, suppose RC
is
.25, then the time constant is .25
LC is 83,600.
ratio within the range 1-10. Example:
What is the db. gain corresponding to second. Set .25 on B to 1 on A. OpAnother example: What capacity is
power gain of 5530? Moving the posite .1 on LLO find .57 on B which
needed to tune a 30 henry choke to decimal point three places to the left shows that the voltage dropped to
50 cycles? Align indices of the duplex we obtain 5.53. Set the indicator to 1/10 the original charge after .57 secslide rule, set indicator to 1 (21
5.53 on D and read 7.42 on L. Add onds. Similarly, it drops to .05 of the
100) on CIF, set tight index of the 30 db. to the result which gives 30 + original charge after .75 seconds.
slide to the indicator. Set the slide 7.42 = 37.42 db.
If it is desired to go beyond the
to 1 on CIF and find the LC product
limit of the LLO scale, for instance
on D. The an
is 1012, of course
If the power ratio is less than 1 the in order to find the elapsed time beit could not be anything but 10.12.
CI scale and the L scale should be fore the voltage has dropped to .A
Now the required capacity can be employed.
percent of the original, multiply .005
found without a further movement of
by 10. Opposite .05 on LLO find 3 on
the slide. Opposite 3 on CIF find 332
Finding the db. gain corresponding A. Add 2.3 (which is log. 10) makD. The required capacity is .338 to voltage ratios -if the impedance is
on D.
ing 5.3. Opposite 5.3 on A find 1.32
This simplified way was pos- the same in both ca
proceed as on B. It takes 1.32 seconds to dissible only because 21 happened to be described above but multiply the re- charge the condenser to .005 of its oriequal to 100.
sult by 2.
ginal charge.
15.9-159 cycles
159 -1590 cycles
1.59-15.9 kc.
15.9-159 kc.
159 -1590 kc.
1.59-15.9 me.
15.9-159 mc.

100-1

1-01

.01-.0001

100,000-1000
1,000-10

10-0.1
0.1-0.001
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